Introduction of machine-learning algorithms SVM.
Support vector machine (SVM) [2] is a state-of-the-art machine-learning algorithm. It usually achieves better performance than traditional machine-learning algorithms and has been successfully applied in a wide range of applications, including in bioinformatics [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Given a binary-class dataset D, SVM constructs an optimal hyperplane based on the maximum margin principle, that is, a linear classifier f (x) = w · x − b where x is any input vector from D, · denotes dot product, and w is a normal vector perpendicular to the hyperplane. When the dataset D is not linearly separable, SVM typically uses kernel functions to map data to a high dimensional vector space and then finds an optimal hyperplane in the new space.
In this work, SVM with a linear kernel in LIBSVM [8] (the freely available SVM library) is employed to train our classifier.
RFE: a feature-section method.
Feature selection is an important pre-processing step for a classification task, since noise or irrelevant features often significantly hinder classifier construction. In β contacts, not all types of atomic pairs are specific to protein binding; some types of atomic contacts may just happen by chance in crystal packing and homodimers. Feature-selection algorithms are able to remove noise or irrelevant features and identify relevant features in a given dataset D, which helps to construct efficient and robust classification methods. Two common feature-selection approaches are filter and wrapper. In this work, a wrapper-based approach is adopted to select best β atomic contacts.
Wrapper-based feature selection approaches employ some specific learning algorithms (e.g., SVM) to identify which features are more discriminative for classification task. However, the full space of feature subsets is often huge, i.e., 2 m by an exhaustive search where m is the number of features. Several heuristic ways are commonly used to select feature sets efficiently, including forward selection and backward elimination. Among them, SVM-RFE (SVM-Recursive Feature Elimination) [9] is one of the most successful wrappers. SVM-RFE first uses SVM learning to obtain feature weight w i for each feature (a type of atomic contacts here). Then, it removes features (one feature in this work) with the lowest value ∥w i ∥ 2 . This removal process is repeated until predefined criteria are satisfied. We implemented SVM-RFE in Algorithm 1 to find a subset of features which can produce the best empirical classification performance on datasets.
Algorithm 1 SVM-RFE in β atomic contact vectors
Input: a given data D Output: a subset of features S f with the best accuracy Description:
1: set S f = {}, and the best accuracy A b = 0 2: while more than five features left in D do 3: calculate classification accuracy Ac by using k-fold cross-validation
set S f to all features in D 7: use the linear LIBSVM to train an SVM model 8: calculate weights for all features in D based on the training model 9: rank the features in a descending order according to the square of their weights ∥wi∥ 2 .
10:
remove the last feature from D
Decision Tree.
Decision tree is an easily interpretable machine-learning algorithm. It uses a recursive divide-and-conquer strategy to organize data into a tree structure. Each leaf in this tree represents a prediction by a rule from the root node to this leaf. So, given a data D, decision tree chooses a best discriminating feature to split D into several partitions. For each partition and its partitions, decision tree repeats the split until predefined criteria are satisfied. Here, we use one decision-tree implementation C4.5 [10] in Weka [11] to visualize the selected features by RFE.
Evaluation measures
The following measures are adopted to evaluate the classification performance of β atomic contact vectors:
where homodimers are considered as the positive samples (T) while crystal packing as the negative samples (F); TP, FP, TN and FN are true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives respectively. So, recall(r.) is the number of correct homodimer predictions divided by the number of homodimers; specif icity(sp.) is the fraction of correct predictions of crystal packing over all crystal packing; accuracy(acc.) is the proportion of correct predictions in all homodimers and crystal packing; Matthew's correlation coefficient (MCC) is more meaningful in a dataset which has a significant imbalance between the number of positive and negative samples.
Discussion and future improvement
Discussion on Infrequent and Redundant β Atomic Contact Patterns.
In the classification of β contacts, crystal packing is used as the contrast of biological interactions. Thus, it is natural to mine those specific contacts which frequently occur in biological interactions but infrequently, if not never, occur in crystal packing. These specific contacts give us an intuitive understanding of governing principles behind protein binding. If all specific contacts can be detected, these contacts as a whole should be a perfect definition for protein binding. In this work, β contacts do suggest several biologically meaningful rules in the decision tree-those hydrophobic contacts and hydrogen bonds truly rarely occur in crystal packing. Unfortunately, the decision tree only provides a few of those specific contacts. Many of important contacts to protein binding are not detected by machine-learning algorithms here, since detection of critical specific contacts is not a trivial task.
First of all, β atomic contacts only take up to 10% of distance-based contacts. Hence, β contacts have a fairly sparse matrix D where each row represents an interface while each column denotes an atomic pair. Here, 'sparse' means D has a lot of zero values. In the sparse matrix D, rarely-occurring atomic pairs are more likely to be considered as noise features by machine-learning algorithms-noise features are generally infrequent. One good example of these infrequent atomic pairs is disulfide bonds. Disulfide bonds cost a little less free energy than covalent bonds. The occurrence of disulfide bonds is closely related to biological binding: in our non-redundant dataset with 315 crystal packing and 144 homodimers, only 1 crystal packing and 9 dimeric interfaces have disulfide bonds (this crystal packing with disulfide bonds is removed in our analysis, because there are contradictory conclusions on whether it is a homodimer). So, the occurrence of disulfide bonds has high confidence to predict homodimers. However, disulfide bonds are much less frequent so that they are eliminated from the best feature set at the first several runs in SVM-RFE. This results from the facts that (i) disulfide bonds rarely occur and machine-learning algorithms, such as SVM, cannot distinguish this feature from noise features; and (ii) disulfide bonds may also be considered as redundant features. In other words, protein interactions which have disulfide bonds may also have other frequent atomic contacts, and then these interactions can be correctly distinguished by other more frequent features. Thus, disulfide bonds are not considered to be important in classification of homodimers and crystal packing. However, it does not mean disulfide bonds are not important in protein binding.
Similar to disulfide bonds, some other atomic contacts that appear frequently may also be considered as redundant features by machine-learning algorithms. The problem here is that these redundant β atomic contact patterns may be of interest yet hardly be detected. This is due to that when β atomic contact patterns are used to identify homodimers from crystal packing, it is not necessary to detect all specific atomic contacts in homodimers to obtain a good prediction; employing only several important contacts is able to produce a fairly good classifier. This is supported by Figure 3 where most crystal packing and biological binding are grouped in several sub-branches. Meanwhile, some non-specific features in binding interfaces, such as interface size, are also helpful to distinguish homodimers from crystal packing. All of these indicate that only several of specific important contacts in protein binding, not all of them, are detected in this classification. In the future, we would like to evaluate β atomic contacts in other applications such as estimation of protein folding/binding free energy where critical specific contacts should be more important.
Discussion: Comparing β contacts to existing contact definitions
In this section, we first present various definitions proposed in previous works for the definitions of protein binding interfaces and the residue/atomic contacts, and then discuss their problems. After that, we show a real example to demonstrate the difference between β atomic contacts and the contacts under the other definitions in previous works.
Various definitions of binding interfaces and their atomic contacts: A background
One definition of residue/atomic contacts uses atomic distance [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The measure under this definition evaluates how two residues/atoms are spatially close from interacting proteins. However, there is no gold standard to define 'close' contacts between two residues/atoms. Some works consider two residues close enough to contact if the spatial distance of their CA or CB atoms, or the residue's center of mass is less than a threshold [20, 21] , e.g., 9Å [13] , while others take all heavy atoms of residues into account [22] [23] [24] . To define contacts between heavy atoms, two ways are commonly used in the literature [13, 20] : one is to take an absolute value, e.g., 6Å [22] , as a threshold for atomic spatial distance, while the other is to take into account the van der Waals radii of atoms and use the sum of the corresponding atomic radii plus a value as a threshold-this value can be 0.5Å [23] [24] [25] [26] , 1.5Å [7] , 2.75Å [27] [28] [29] or 3.0Å [16] .
A more sophisticated definition of contacts is based on Voronoi diagrams of protein complexes [6, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Given a set of points p, its general Voronoi diagram, V D(p), is defined by Voronoi cells of s ∈ p; a Voronoi cell is the region comprising all points closer to an s than to any other points in p. The Delaunay triangulation of p is a graph where each node is an s and two nodes s i and s j , i ̸ = j, have an edge if they share a Voronoi facet. Hence, a Delaunay triangulation is the dual graph of a Voronoi diagram. In the 3D structures of protein complexes, each atom/residue can be considered as node s. Two atoms are considered to contact each other if they share a facet in their Voronoi diagram or an edge in their Delaunay triangulation.
In addition, another closely related definition of protein binding interfaces considers the change of solvent accessible surface area (∆ASA) upon the formation of protein complexes [4, 14, 20, [34] [35] [36] [37] . Under this definition, contact residues/atoms are those residues/atoms whose ∆ASA is greater than 0.1Å 2 [34, 36] 
or 1.0Å
2 [3, 4, 35] upon the formation of complexes. We would like to point out that the previous two types of definitions can be used to define both interfaces and residue/atomic contacts, while the third kind of the ∆ASA criterion defines binding interfaces directly.
The simple definitions above have several limitations. (i) Tsai group compared the three kinds of definitions on 592 structures of protein-protein interfaces and found that the definition based on Voronoi diagrams provides a more accurate analysis of protein interfaces than the other two criteria [21] . However, they also argued that not all of these contacts based on Voronoi diagrams have a significant energetic contribution to protein binding. (ii) The first close-distance definition is commonly used, but it only considers the spatial distance between two atoms, neglecting the local organization of their nearby atoms-whether there are other atoms between these two atoms. When the distance threshold becomes larger, the closedistance criterion will detect a huge number of contacts which are truly interrupted by other atoms. It is questionable whether these interrupted contacts have a significant contribution to protein binding. At least, these contacts should have greatly different importance to protein binding from the other "perceptually meaningful" contacts. (iii) Atomic contacts are the basic unit in protein 3D structures. If a huge number of contacts are defined without considering their local organization, it will bring a great challenge for further structural analysis of protein binding. For example, when the close-distance definition is used to define biological binding interfaces, it is still very difficult, if not impossible, to mine specific contacts from all atomic contacts defined. Another argument is that none of these simple definitions exactly follows the biological meaning of protein interfaces. That is, crystal packing and biological binding are hard to distinguish, since these criteria define large 'binding interfaces' for a lot of false binding of crystal packing. (iv) The well-known driving forces of protein folding and binding, such as salt bridges and hydrogen bonds, suggest a completely different property from these simple definitions: they are quite "perceptually meaningful"-there are no other heavy atoms between them-instead just with close spatial distance. That is, these simple definitions above cannot exactly define hydrogen bonds and salt bridges. To the best of our knowledge, few works in the literature address the above problems of the contacts under these simple definitions.
The difference of β contacts from other contact definitions
To show the difference of β atomic contacts from distance-based and Voronoi-based contacts, Figure 2 gives an example of real contacts. The real contacts in Figure 2 (a) occur between three residues in the binding site of the PDB entry 3LZF [38] . Figures 2(b)-2(d) show the distance-based, Voronoi-based, and β atomic contacts, respectively. For simplicity, in Figures 2(b)-2(d) , we only consider contacts between those atoms each from the following two groups: atoms CG, OD1 and OD2 from the residue Asp52, and atoms CZ, NH1 and NH2 from Arg97. The atomic contacts between these six atoms are also shown in a 2D space.
In Figure 2 (b) under the distance-based definition, the two groups of atoms are fully connected, since they are spatially close to each other. Under the Voronoi-based definition, four distance-based atomic contacts are removed as shown in Figure 2 
this indicates that OD2 and NH1 should not have enough contact center region between them; this contact is similar to the contact between i
′ and j ′ in Figure 1(d).) . In contrast, these interrupted contacts are all filtered by our β contact definition as shown in Figure 2(d) . Figure 2 (d) also suggests three significant contacts: the contacts between OD1 and NH2, between OD2 and NH2, and between OD1 and NH1; these three β contacts are hydrogen bonds which are obviously observed in the real contacts in Figure 2(a) . Thus, β atomic contacts are also "perceptually meaningful" contacts. We believe that these "perceptually meaningful" atomic contacts can identify critical specific contacts in protein binding interfaces and aid the discovery of the principles governing protein binding. Finally, we would like to make two remarks about the definition of β atomic contacts. The first is that β atomic contacts also implicitly require a large enough angle kij or kji besides the angle requirement of ikj in β-skeletons. This implicit requirement of kij can easily be demonstrated as follows. The requirement of kji can be demonstrated similarly.
Assumptions: (i) In a β contact between two atoms i and j and their close atoms k, atoms i, j and k define a triangle as shown in Figure 1 (e); (ii) k is a covalent-bond atom of i. The second assumption is needed because covalent-bond atoms have a smaller spatial distance to atom i or j than that of those non-covalent-bonds atoms. That is, covalent-bond atoms usually constrain the contacts of atom i or j in β contacts. Hence, the closest neighbor atoms k of atom i or j are generally the covalent-bond atoms of atom i or j.
Demonstration:
In this triangle, the sum of the angle ikj, kij and kji is π. Then if i and j have a β contact, the angle ikj must be sharper than a right angle, that is, ikj< π/2. As a result, the sum of the angles kij and kji must be greater than π/2. Then the angle kij should be large enough, since the covalent bond of k and i generally has a much shorter length than the non-covalent contacts of i and j and of k and j in this triangle.
Although this implicit requirement on the angle kij in β contacts is not as large as that for hydrogen bonds, β contacts share an angle requirement which is required by hydrogen bonds and π-involving interactions: in a hydrogen bond, if the Nitrogen atom is considered to be k, the hydrogen atom to be i, and the Oxygen atom to be j, kij is generally required to be larger than π/2. Thus, β contacts can be considered as a generality extension of the angle requirement in hydrogen bonds and π-involving interactions. In previous works, hydrogen bonds and π-involving interactions, which have angle requirements in contact definitions, have both been found to be important in protein binding and folding. Thus, does it mean that protein 3D structures are-instead of being a cluster of spatially close atoms with no local structures-well organized according to some rules, for example, angle requirements? The answer should be yes, but we have no idea about how atoms are well organized. In this work, β atomic contacts should be a promising attempt to detect well-organized protein 3D structures. We would like to find stronger evidence by using β atomic contacts for more applications in protein folding and binding in future.
The other remark is that some features are not directly considered in β atomic contacts, such as van der Waals forces and atomic packing density. These features may be somewhat reflected by distance-based atomic contacts if the distance threshold is large enough. In previous works, atomic packing density is observed to be an effective feature in the prediction of binding hot spots [3] and in the context of folding and protein structure prediction [39] . Therefore, these two features are advantageous in distance-based contacts for analyzing protein 3D structures. However, both of them are necessary but not sufficient conditions of protein binding-they should not be critical specific patterns of protein binding either.
Further Improvement
Despite the promising results achieved by βACV, one limitation of this vector representation is that it might not be able to discover complicated relation among atomic contacts, such as cooperativity. In fact, atomic contact graphs and their subgraphs are one of the best models of a protein tertiary/quaternary structure. An atomic contact subgraph can capture cooperativity among atomic contacts. For example, given two local structures: one has a hydrogen-bond network of hydrogen bonds between N 1 and O 1 as well as between N 1 and O 2 , while the other contains two individual hydrogen bonds between N 1 and O 1 as well as between N 2 and O 2 , where atoms N 1 and N 2 are hydrogen donors while atoms O 1 and O 2 are hydrogen acceptors; the hydrogen-bond network is believed to generate favorable electrostatic contribution to protein binding and strongly stabilize protein complexes [40] to a greater extent than the two individual hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, an atomic contact subgraph can also find frequent atomic contact clusters which can contribute greatly to protein binding. For instance, several contacts involving C 3 H 1 clearly demonstrate a π-involving contact. More cooperative atomic contact clusters can be found in atomic contact graphs. These cooperative clusters can hardly be exactly detected in β atomic contact vectors of protein binding interfaces. But if atomic contact graphs are used to model protein 3D structures, at least two bottlenecks should be tackled in the future: first, an efficient subgraph mining algorithm is necessary to find important frequent subgraphs-they may not be connected subgraphs; and second, a much bigger dataset is compulsory, since subgraph space is very large. If the learning dataset does not have enough protein structures, subgraphs generally have lower occurrence and become meaningless.
Meanwhile, β atomic contacts of water molecules and non-standard amino acid residues are not considered in this work. This is due to the fact that crystal packing in the datasets generally contain no water information. These β atomic contact patterns will be evaluated in our future work.
